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JCM Global Provides Bill Validation Solutions for New Railways Project in Azerbaijan
DUSSELDORF, Germany (14 June 2016) – JCM Global’s note-recycling iPRO-RC™ bill validator is playing a key
role in a massive new railways project in Azerbaijan.
The new Baku-Hırdalan-Sumqayıt railway route uses electronic ticketing systems by Elektronet, and JCM’s iPRORC bill validators power consumer transactions. To date, 15 ticket vending machines and 40 turnstiles are
operational in two stations.
The plans ultimately call for 1,000 ticket vending machines in 200 train stations throughout Azerbaijan, making it one
of the largest installations of its kind in Eastern Europe.
“We are very pleased to be involved with such an extensive and integrated project such as the Baku-HırdalanSumqayıt route,” said JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh. “In traffic solutions across Europe and around
the world, operators and integrators have found iPRO-RC to exceed expectations of security, capacity, and reliability,
and we are grateful to Elektronet for bringing JCM Global into this exciting project.”
Elektronet's Chief Operating Officer Can Yanyali has stated that the cooperation between Elektronet and JCM will
continue for the upcoming projects in the region.
JCM's iPRO-RC is designed for simple and secure operation. The iPRO-RC uses roller friction technology that
directly transport notes into the recycling chamber, resulting in maximum uptime and operational cost reduction. Its
powerful anti-stringing technology is combined with industry-leading sensing package for the highest levels of
protection, all while maintaining a high first-time acceptance rate. iPRO-RC was built to recycle up to 100 notes of
denominations, which reduces coin starvation and coin hopper capacity.
Join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them together. For more information,
visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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